Defects in AM: Don’t (just) blame the metals - it's (sometimes) the way they are made

ABSTRACT
The combination of challenging process conditions and metallurgical complexity creates the “perfect storm” for the Additive Manufacture of the highly engineered and process sensitive alloys that metallurgists delight in creating. Luckily, metallurgists also have strategies at their disposal to make materials “more processable” - applying understanding from the knowledge and understanding we can apply from casting and forging. But what if the process itself were also somehow to blame? How would the machine manufacturers know? And if we could advise them what would tell them to do differently? More importantly how might we work with the machine designers and data scientists, physicists and exert control? In this talk I will explore the problems that laser and electron beam AM powder processing of materials present and look to what we as a community can do to drive the technology forward - and, importantly how we might use this newfound control to exploit the process to enable us to manipulate structures and properties of alloys in ways that are unprecedented.
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